
   DESCRIPTION    

DL-6CRH-120B soft bamboo tea leaf basket with cloth covering mainly used for temporary
storage of tea, easy to transfer tea between each processing process, ultra soft, can be
arbitrarily curled.

The tea leaf soft basket we have 2 kinds, one model is DL-6CRH-120Z, one model is
DL-6CRH-120B, 

DL-6CRH-120Z made of all natutal bamboo, mainly for holding materials with less powder
and fragment.

DL-6CRH-120B made of natutal bamboo with cloth covering, can hold for all materials.

   APPLICATION    

Tea soft basket is one of the essential tools for every tea processing factory, because there
are many different steps needed to process tea and the tea needs to be transferred between
each step. Tea leaf soft basket is suitable for processing black / green / oolong / white / dark /
herbal tea.

   SPECIFICATION 
  

Tea Leaf Basket specification list:

Model DL-6CRH-120B
Diameter 120 cm
Materials Bamboo with cloth covering
Flexibility 100%

If you have special need, it can be customized according to the needs of customers.

   DETAILS    

https://www.delijx.com/product/tea-tools-ultra-soft-bamboo-tea-basket-with-cloth-covering-dl-6crh-120b-bamboo-type-tea-leaf-mat-soft-basket-for-putting-tea-leaves
https://www.delijx.com/product/tea-tools-super-soft-all-bamboo-type-tea-basket-during-tea-processing-dl-6crh-120z-super-soft-bamboo-tea-basket-for-putting-tea-leaf
https://www.delijx.com/product/tea-tools-ultra-soft-bamboo-tea-basket-with-cloth-covering-dl-6crh-120b-bamboo-type-tea-leaf-mat-soft-basket-for-putting-tea-leaves
https://www.delijx.com/product/tea-tools-super-soft-all-bamboo-type-tea-basket-during-tea-processing-dl-6crh-120z-super-soft-bamboo-tea-basket-for-putting-tea-leaf


DL-6CRH-120Z made of all bamboo, compared with the cloth covered type, the hole is larger,
which is suitable for tea with less powder, and also suitable for the early processing of tea (
withering, fixation, rolling, and fermentation).

DL-6CRH-120B made of bamboo with cotton covered, the hole is, suitable for all kinds of tea
processing, It is especially suitable for dried tea, cotton cloth can quickly absorb the hot air in
dry tea, which is beneficial to the preservation of tea.

   PHOTOS    









   CONTACT    

If you are interested in this product, please contact us to get the
price.

↑ ↑ Click the icon to get the latest price directly ↑ ↑

https://api.whatsapp.com/send/?phone=+8618120033767&text=I want know the price of this product : DL-6CRH-120B
https://m.me/Shayehuangteamachinery


↓ ↓  You can also leave your contact information at the bottom.
We usually contact you in about 10 minutes ↓ ↓


